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 Nancy Fraser during her event at The Ohio State University on November 18th, 2010.  Fraser's 
areas of concentration include social and political theory, feminist theory, contemporary French 
and German thought. From 2008 to 2010 she was the Blaise Pascal International Research Chair at 
l'Ecole des hautes etudes en science sociales in Paris. 
 Nancy Fraser, is the Henry A. and Louise Loeb Professor of Political and Social Science and 
Department Chair at the New School for Social Research.  Fraser spoke at Hagerty Hall as part of 
an event series co-sponsored by the Humanities Institute Public Sphere and Modern Social 
Imaginaries working group, with contributions from the departments of English, Germanic 
Languages and Literatures, History, Political Science, Spanish and Portuguese, and Women’s 
Studies. 
 Nancy Fraser gave a talk to over 50 people on November 18th, 2010.  Her talk was titled, 
"Marketization, Social Protection, Emancipation: Toward a Neo-Polanyian Conception of Capitalist 
Crisis.” 
 
 Nancy Fraser spoke to faculty and students at Hagerty Hall about the crisis of capitalism.  She 
said that the current rise of neo-liberalism is likely to alter the landscape of critical theorizing.  
Fraser believes that this will prompt a revival of large scale social theorizing that conceives crisis 
as multi-dimensional. 
 
